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About the Survey

The 2022 State Street Global Advisors fixed income survey canvassed the views of major
investors across the globe to better understand where the fixed income market is and where
it is heading. The qualitative and quantitative survey was conducted in mid-2022 and was
administered by an independent third-party firm not affiliated with State Street Global Advisors.
State Street Global Advisors is identified as the study sponsor. A total of 700 global institutional
investors responsible for asset-allocation decisions for top pension funds, wealth managers,
asset managers, endowments, foundations and sovereign wealth funds participated in the study.

Institution Type
Endowments SWFs
3%
3%
Foundations
4%
Wealth
Managers
9%
Asset
Managers
12%
Pension Funds
68%

Assets Under Management
$20bn+
6%
$10bn–$20bn
6%

$1bn–$3bn
42%

$5bn–$10bn
19%

$3bn–$5bn
28%

Region
Middle East
3%
Asia-Pacific
16%

Europe
53%
North America
29%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022.
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The Role of ETFs in a New Fixed Income Landscape

Our latest survey of investment
leaders identifies deep trends
shaping the future state of fixed
income portfolios.
Rampant inflation and central bank interest rate increases
are dominating the short-term outlook for fixed income.
But longer-term, structural forces — from challenges to
traditional 60/40 portfolios, the search for new sources
of returns to cost pressures and rising Environmental,
Social, and Governance (ESG) demands — are changing
the way investors implement and manage their fixed
income allocations.
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Our new global study, surveying 700 institutional
investors and investment decision makers, reveals
how exchange traded funds (ETFs) are an increasingly
important tool in the evolving fixed income landscape.
ETFs are:
• Being utilized for portfolio construction, including
non-core allocations
• Playing a liquidity role as investors increase allocations
to non-liquid sources of income
• Helping to facilitate the internalization of fixed
income management
• Enabling investors to implement ESG objectives
with precision
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ETFs Play an Expanded Role
in Portfolio Construction

Data recorded by the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the
world’s largest exchange, shows that assets under management
(AUM) in fixed income ETFs grew from $574 billion in 2017 to
$1.28 trillion in 2021; the number of funds has also increased
rapidly, from 278 to nearly 500 over the same time period.1
Our 2022 survey shows that the role of ETFs in asset allocation is expanding to non-core sectors.
For example, 62% of investors who are increasing exposure to high-yield corporate credit
over the next 12 months say it is likely they will use ETFs to do so, and 53% say the same for
emerging-market debt.
We can see the increase in use, as compared to our 2021 fixed income survey, Preparing for the
Big Shift.2 In it, we found that 50% of investors were making significant use of ETFs to construct
their core allocations, such as government bonds and investment-grade credit, but only 27%
were doing so in their non-core allocations. The increase from just over a year ago is remarkable.

Fixed Income ETFs See Significant Increase in AUM
and Number of Funds
Figure 1
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Source: NYSE, as of March 14, 2022. ‘ETFs Rising in the Turbulence,’ data from 2017–2021. Data used with permission of
NYSE Group, Inc. © 2022 NYSE Groups, Inc. This chart may not contain the most up-to-date information; refer to nyse.com
for the most current materials.
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Investors Are Turning to ETFs to Build Core and
Satellite Allocations
Figure 2
For those fixed income
sectors to which you are
increasing allocations
over the next 12 months,
how likely is it that you
will use ETFs to build your
exposure?

Satellite

Core

62%

56%

53%

48%

48%

45%

43%

40%

High-Yield
Corporate Credit

Sustainable
Bonds

Emerging
Market Debt

Bank Loans

Government
Bonds

InvestmentGrade Corporate
Credit

Core Fixed
Income

Inflation-Linked
Bonds

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Chart shows percentage for somewhat/very likely to use ETFs. n=700.

This trend is more pronounced among the largest institutions in the survey: 68% of those with
AUM over $10 billion are likely to use ETFs to build new exposures to high-yield corporate credit,
while 88% are likely to do so within emerging-market debt.
Survey findings indicate that investors are increasingly turning to ETFs, even in less efficient
sectors (see Figure 2). One driver for this is that some investors appear to be coupling broad beta
exposures with more specialist active strategies in these sectors. For instance, among survey
respondents who plan to increase high-yield allocations, 44% will use a mix of index and active
strategies; 47% will do so for emerging-market debt allocations.

Active Bond ETFs
Gaining Traction

It is not just index ETFs that are attracting greater interest in fixed income, however. Net flows into
actively managed bond ETFs last year were the largest on record, according to EPFR data.3
More frequent — in some cases, daily — holdings disclosure, combined with greater liquidity
than that provided by active mutual funds, could prove increasingly attractive for investors
seeking efficient ways to rebalance their portfolios while retaining the benefits of active
strategies.

The Role of ETFs in a New Fixed Income Landscape
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“

I think in high-volatility markets, you need to have more active management. And
when you see things in the ETF prospectus that allow an actively managed ETF to
really respond to volatility and sudden, large changes in the market, that should help
with performance.”
—A fixed income manager at a US asset owner.

Our survey results suggest that asset owners who already manage part of their fixed income
portfolio in-house, or are in the process of internalizing it, may be driving active ETF adoption —
particularly in Asia Pacific and Europe.

Active ETFs Highly Important for Asset Owners
Managing Fixed Income In-House
Figure 3
For those assets where
you plan to increase
in-house management,
how important will
active fixed income
ETFs be in building your
exposure?

Asia Pacific
Asset Owners

European
Asset Owners

North American
Asset Owners

69%

63%

49%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Chart shows percentage rating as moderate to very high importance. Note:
Respondents selected the level of importance for each asset. n=530.
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Harnessing ETFs for
Targeted Duration
Plays

Fixed income markets saw significant volatility in the first half of 2022. With inflation
climbing to 40-year highs in the US,4 the US Federal Reserve (Fed) and other central
banks shifted to tighter monetary policies and implemented rate hikes.
Given this environment, our survey found a significant number of investors were
planning to, or had already, shortened the duration of their portfolios.

Many Investors Are Shortening Portfolio Duration
Figure 4
Over the next 12 months,
what changes will you
make to the duration
of your fixed income
portfolio?

No Change
42%

Decrease
58%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Note: Respondents were allowed to select one option. n=700.

The wide range of bond ETFs available to investors and ease of access the funds
provide make it easy for investors to adjust duration in a targeted way.
A fund manager at a UK-headquartered wealth management company says his firm
has been shortening the duration of its funds over the past 18 months. “We have a
very long preferred list of funds that enables us to make sector and duration plays
— whether it’s ultra-shorts, 1–3 year, 0–5 year, or 10-year, we’ve got a vehicle at all of
those different points to help us rebalance,” he says:

“

With ETFs, you can be very targeted in your fixed income via passive strategies. It
used to be the case that you got stuck with all maturities in a broad-based exposure.
Now, there’s a vehicle for pretty much any duration you’re looking for.”

The Role of ETFs in a New Fixed Income Landscape
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Meet Evolving Liquidity
Demands with ETFs

In response to the pressures of the previous low interest rate
environment, many institutional investors had increased
allocations to non-liquid sources of income, such as private credit.
AUM in private debt is forecast to reach US$2.69 trillion by 2026, overtaking real estate,
according to alternatives data provider Preqin.5 This has reached a point where increasing
portfolio liquidity is a top concern across all global survey participants.
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Increasing Portfolio Liquidity Is a Priority Across All
Survey Participants
Figure 5
Which of the following
priorities will be most
important for you to
address through your
fixed income allocation
over the next 12
months?

Corporate Pensions

Public Pensions

26%

30%

Sovereign Wealth Funds

48%

Endowments and
Foundations

Asset Managers and
Wealth Managers

36%

30%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Response options included: Integrate ESG considerations; manage effects
of inflation/rising rates; greater portfolio liquidity; produce higher portfolio returns; generate reliable, low-risk income;
diversify equity/risk exposures. Note: Respondents were allowed to select up to two options. n=700.

Investors in our survey have been largely funding their privately placed allocations from liquid
sources such as public fixed income and cash over the past three years (see Figure 6).
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Investors Are Predominantly Funding Private
Placements From Liquid Allocations
Figure 6
If your organization has
increased its overall
allocation to private
credit over the last
three years, which
asset class(es) have
you reallocated from in
order to fund it?

Government/
Sovereign Bonds

37%

Investment-Grade
Corporate Credit

36%

High-Yield Corporate
Credit

35%

34%

Emerging Market Debt

33%

Cash

Public Equities

29%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Note: Respondents were allowed to select all that apply.

However, while the increase in private allocations may have improved investors’ yield and income
profiles, it offers much less liquidity compared to a combination of more conventional fixed
income, cash, and equities.
Investors in our survey are deploying a range of strategies to manage the increased liquidity risk
associated with larger private credit exposure, including the use of fixed income ETFs.

“

There are ETFs in the marketplace that have a higher yielding profile as well as
the liquidity to act as a funding pool, or that can be paired with an allocation to
private credit.”
— Bill Ahmuty, Head of SPDR ETF Fixed Income Group at State Street Global Advisors.
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ETFs Play a Critical Role in Maintaining
Liquidity Profiles
Figure 7
If your organization
has increased its
overall allocation to
private credit, what
actions have you taken,
if any, to manage the
accompanying increase
in liquidity risk?

Pairing private credit
with allocation to HY
corporate credit

52%

Adapting core fixed
income to increase
quality and boost liquidity

51%

Pairing private credit with
allocation to cash
Increasing allocations to
liquid beta instruments
(e.g., ETFs)

47%

41%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Note: Respondents were allowed to select all that apply. n=473.

For pension funds in particular, it is essential to assess the implications of any rebalancing
between public fixed income and private credit in the context of the scheme’s total liquidity
requirements. ETF allocations can help schemes ensure they have the flexibility to meet shortterm pension liabilities while seeking to maximize long-term returns.
A fixed income manager at a US asset owner says enhanced liquidity is one of the key benefits of
using ETFs as portfolio building blocks:

“

ETFs can be a great vehicle if you want to allocate to a certain sector. They’re great
for liquidity, they’re easy to use and you’re not going to get hit on transaction costs
as that’s straightforward to monitor,” he says. “But if you’re trying to generate alpha,
then you also have to include some active strategies as you can’t just rely on being
overweight in the right sector.”

The Role of ETFs in a New Fixed Income Landscape
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ETFs Support the Shift to
In-house Fixed Income
Management
The Global Financial Crisis brought about an extended period of
historically low interest rates, which lasted more than a decade
and pushed investors to improve efficiencies within fixed income
portfolios.
This remains a priority today: 46% of our survey respondents said their organizations are under a
lot of pressure to make more efficient use of the fee budgets within their fixed income allocations.
This pressure has led some asset owners to build in-house investment teams instead of
relying predominantly on external managers. Our survey found that, among asset owners
facing pressure to be more efficient in fixed income, 46% are planning to bring some part of
their portfolio management in-house over the next 12 months, compared with 31% of those not
experiencing the same pressure over fees.
The move toward internalization varies significantly across regions.

64%

of asset owners plan to bring part of their fixed income portfolio
in-house over the next 12 months, versus 45% in Europe and just 8%
in North America.

The size of the organization factors into this decision too: 64% of the largest asset owners
surveyed ($10 billion+ in AUM) are bringing part of the portfolio in-house, compared with 34% for
those with less than $3 billion in AUM.
As they take decisions to move money in-house, asset owners will need to think about efficient
ways to build fixed income exposures with the resources they have at their disposal. Our survey
found that those asset owners moving fixed income in-house over the next 12 months expect
ETFs to be an important tool for building their exposure.
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Active and Index ETFs Rank High For Asset Owners
as Internal Fixed Income Management Tools
Figure 8
For those assets where
you plan to increase
in-house management,
how important will the
following approaches
be in building your
exposure?

Active ETFs

59%

Index ETFs

Index-Based Strategies

Actively Managed
Strategies

49%

45%

40%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Chart shows percentage rating as high importance. Note: Respondents
selected the level of importance for each asset. n=211.

ETFs can enable investors to implement their allocation models without requiring large internal
teams to manage them.

“

If you don’t have the resources, but you need exposure to that asset class, an ETF is
the way to go. You’re going to have someone who’s an expert that’s managing it, but
you don’t need all the different systems internally to run the portfolio. It’s easy to
scale up and, depending on the ETF, you’ll have diversification as well.”
—A fixed income manager at a US asset owner.

The Role of ETFs in a New Fixed Income Landscape
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Implementing ESG
Objectives Within
Fixed Income
Investors are under increasing pressure — from a risk,
performance, and regulatory perspective — to ensure their fixed
income portfolios take ESG issues into account.
Our survey found that integrating ESG considerations is the top priority for asset managers,
wealth managers, and corporate pension funds to address through their fixed income allocations
over the next 12 months.

ESG Integration Is a Key Priority in Fixed Income
Portfolios
Figure 9
Which of the following
priorities will be most
important for you to
address through your
fixed income allocation
over the next 12
months?

Corporate Pensions

44%

Public Pensions

Sovereign Wealth Funds

Endowments and
Foundations
Asset Managers
and Wealth Managers

34%

19%

42%

43%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Response options included: Integrate ESG considerations; manage effects
of inflation/rising rates; greater portfolio liquidity; produce higher portfolio returns; generate reliable, low-risk income;
diversify equity/risk exposures. Note: Respondents were allowed to select up to two options. n=700.
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There is some variance by geography in the survey, with 44% of North American respondents
citing ESG integration as a top priority, versus 38% in Europe, and 36% in APAC. We believe this
may be an indication that North America respondents are in the early stages of ESG integration,
developing policy frameworks, and are more likely to make ESG a priority over the next 12
months, while European respondents have already done more in terms of ESG integration.
When it comes to incorporating ESG, the top priority for pension funds (35%) and asset
managers (47%) over the next 12 months is to ensure all fixed income strategies meet the
ESG threshold criteria set out in their policy frameworks. Respondents from endowments and
foundations (based in North America) are more likely to be focused on creating these policies as
a first step.
Investors are starting to think about how they can achieve more targeted ESG objectives in fixed
income portfolios too. For instance, Paris alignment has become the most favored approach to
ESG integration, with 46% of survey respondents looking to benchmark portfolios against Parisaligned benchmarks. Science-based transition targets (34%) and ESG tilting (34%) — which
involves incorporating ESG risks and opportunities into traditional financial analysis using a
weighting scheme — are also favored approaches.
Notably, we see that as investors pursue their ESG objectives over the next 12 months, ETFs are
viewed as important tools, particularly for pension funds and asset managers.

Targeting ESG Objectives in Fixed Income Portfolios

46%

34%

34%

Benchmark portfolios
against Paris-aligned
benchmarks

Science-based
transition targets

ESG Tilting
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Investors See Index ETFs As Important ESG
Integration Tools
Figure 10
How important will the
following approaches be
to your institution’s ESG
integration within fixed
income over the next 12
months?

Asset Managers
and Wealth Managers

51%

44%

Corporate Pensions

Public Pensions

Sovereign Wealth Funds

Endowments and
Foundations

43%

34%

30%

Source: State Street Global Advisors, May 2022. Chart shows percentage rating index ESG ETFs as high importance. n=700.

For investors seeking to bring ESG standards in fixed income portfolios up to levels set within
their policy frameworks, ESG ETFs can provide building blocks to replicate existing asset
allocation models while maintaining a similar risk-return profile for the portfolio.
Index ETFs can be a useful tool to support more specific ESG goals, too. For example, where
investors are committing to align with the goals of the Paris Agreement, ETFs can help to
maintain diversification while applying a rules-based approach to re-weight issuers according to
different emissions metrics.

“

The transparency element of index ETFs is a real advantage. Implementing ESG
scores and/or climate targets is complex, and so having an index that guarantees,
by its construct, that it will meet specific objectives of ESG score improvement,
or year-on-year CO2 emission reductions, can be valuable to investors committing
to such a trajectory.”
—Antoine Lesne, Head of SPDR ETFs EMEA Strategy and Research at State Street Global Advisors.
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Navigating the Transition:
An Evolving Role for ETFs

The fixed income landscape is changing as investors rethink
traditional approaches to building balanced portfolios, ESG
considerations gain greater prominence, and product innovation
creates new routes for implementing strategies.
ETFs are an important part of this transition. The number of funds available and assets under
management in index fixed income ETFs have grown over the past few years — and more
recently in active ETFs too — providing investors with a wider range of tools to meet their
portfolio objectives.
Our survey finds that increasing numbers of institutional investors are using ETFs to allocate
efficiently to fixed income sectors, incorporate active management, and balance the liquidity
profiles of portfolios.
Reflecting on the trends shaping the future of fixed income, we believe the utility of ETFs will
continue to grow.
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